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love or hatred, makes a personal account which has to be
settled with the persons concerned. A man giving a meal
to a hungry beggar or causing a petty annoyance to
another need not meet that other man, as he will receive
the result of his good or bad action from the general
fund of Nature, but if he changes the current of another's
life by a great benefit or a serious harm, he must, sooner
or later, meet that other man to adjust the debt. In
short, small debts go into the general fund, while big ones
must be paid personally.
Q. Are the exact time and manner of a man^s death
decided at or before his birth ?
Ans. No. Even astrologers cannot actually foretell
the death of a man, but can merely say that at a certain
time malefic influences are strong and the man may die,
but that if he does not, his life will continue until other
evil aspects threaten him. These uncertainties are points
left open for a later decision, depending on the use the
man makes of his opportunities and the modifications
he introduces by his actions during that life.
There are certain causes which work towards a
man^s leaving his physical body, and during the course of his
life-period his past karma may bring him several times to
what may be called a rather critical stage; but other causes
may be brought to bear upon him, and upon the resultant
of these forces will depend whether he passes out of the
physical body at that time or not. Thus though the time
of a man's dying out of the physical body is not fixed,
the life-period which he has to spend under physical
conditions is fixed, and if he passes out of earthly life before
that period is completed on the physical plane, he has to
live on for the remainder of it under what may be called
partly-earth-life conditions in the astral world. His

